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new + notable
1 NIAGARA CONSERVATION. With a
static water-flow rate of 1.5 gpm, the Versa
dual-function kitchen aerator can reduce
water consumption by up to 5,460 gallons
per year, the company says. The product
delivers a constant output of water regardless
of fluctuating water pressure and can switch
spray settings between aerated-bubble and
needle sprays. 800.831.8383. www.niagara
conservation.com. Circle 338.
2 TOUCH ‘N SEAL. FR Two-Component
Class 1 Fire Retardant Foam, a closed-cell
thermal insulating and sound attenuating
polyurethane spray foam is suitable for use
in new and remodeling residential
applications. It is quick and easy to apply
and stops air infiltration, the company says,
reducing energy loss by as much as 40%. It
is compatible with all fiber insulation
systems, including cellulose and fiberglass.
800.325.6180. www.touch-n-seal.com.
Circle 339.
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3 MANSFIELD PLUMBING. The
WaterSense-compliant Summit toilet offers
1.1- or 1.6-gpf options, reducing water
usage up to 20% while flushing up to 800
grams of waste. The 3-inch tower is
designed to seal tight with every flush, the
company says, and won’t rust or corrode.
The toilet comes in three configurations:
ADA, elongated, and round front.
877.850.3060. www.mansfieldplumbing.
com. Circle 340.
4 BORAL. Creating a new poly-ash category
of exterior trim, TruExterior Trim has earned
a Cradle to Cradle–certified Silver designation. The material’s composition is a blend of
proprietary bio-based polymers and coal
combustion product, comprising 70%
recycled content. The maker says the blend
helps ensure the material’s consistency and
prevents moisture cycling and absorption.
678.639.7004. www.boraltruexterior.com.
Circle 341.
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5 JOHNSON CONTROLS. The York
Affinity Large Bypass WaterSaver humidifier’s patented water delivery system includes
a small float chamber, electronic water level
sensors, and a wicking water panel that helps
save water, the company says. It is suitable for
a variety of applications, including homes
with septic systems. In addition to providing
water and energy savings, the humidifier
ensures improved indoor air quality and
comfort, according to the firm. 877.453.9675.
www.yorkhvacdealer.com. Circle 342.
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